Superconducting circuits have emerged as a promising platform to build quantum processors. The challenge of designing a circuit is to compromise between realizing a set of performance metrics and reducing circuit complexity and noise sensitivity. At the same time, one needs to explore a large design space, and computational approaches often yield long simulation times. Here we automate the circuit design task using SCILLA, a software for automated discovery of superconducting circuits. SCILLA performs a parallelized, closed-loop optimization to design circuit diagrams that match predefined properties such as spectral features and noise sensitivities. We employ it to discover 4-local couplers for superconducting flux qubits and identify a circuit that outperforms an existing proposal with similar circuit structure in terms of coupling strength and noise resilience for experimentally accessible parameters. This work demonstrates how automated discovery can facilitate the design of complex circuit architectures for quantum information processing.
I. INTRODUCTION
The promise of quantum computing to surpass the capabilities of classical computers relies on a robust and scalable underlying hardware architecture. In the context of quantum simulation and annealing, strong coupling, high connectivity, and many-body interactions between the qubits are necessary to accurately and efficiently represent the problem Hamiltonian [1] [2] [3] . Superconducting circuits have proven to be a particularly well-suited platform due to their design versatility [4] . Their quantum behavior arises from the interaction of modes that are set by effective inductances, capacitances, and non-linear Josephson junction elements in the circuit [5] . In this way, it is possible to design a wide variety of qubits and qubit-qubit coupling schemes at the circuit-diagram level and realize them in nanofabricated devices [4, 6] .
A largely unexplored approach to meet circuit design challenges is to use computational automated discovery. In other fields of science and engineering, automated discovery and inverse design have emerged as a solution to a variety of design problems. All of these problems share the task to identify a set of parameters for which a system of interest yields desired target properties. In contrast to forward design methods, where system properties are estimated from system parameters through direct measurements or computation, inferring the system parameters from target properties is a much more laborious process. Typical automated discovery workflows consist of proposing a set of system parameters and determining the resulting system properties. The similarity between the obtained system properties and the targeted properties is then used as a quantitative measure to refine the system parameters iteratively. Parameter refinements are usually implemented via various optimization procedures or reinforcement learning agents. In the physical sciences context, automated discovery has been applied to nanophotonic on-chip devices [7, 8] , complex quantum state generation in optical platforms [9, 10] , entanglement creation and removal in superconducting circuits [11] , and further problems in many-body physics [12, 13] and chemistry [14] [15] [16] . This resulted in the discovery of conceptually new or previously unexplored solutions.
In the field of superconducting circuits, a contemporary design challenge is the implementation of manybody interactions. Such interactions of more than two qubits commonly appear in effective spin models of quantum chemistry, quantum error mitigation schemes, and optimized driver Hamiltonians for quantum annealing [3, [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] . Interactions involving n qubits are called n- local and comprise Pauli operations in the system Hamiltonian that act on n qubits simultaneously. The interaction Hamiltonian has the form
where 2M is the coupling strength and α i ∈ {x, y, z} denotes the type of Pauli matrix acting on each qubit. Several implementations for 3-and 4-local couplers in superconducting circuits have been proposed. Hamiltonian gadgets use ancilla qubits to encode the desired interaction in the effective low-energy spectrum of the system [22, 23] . Alternatively, individual flux qubits can be coupled to a common coupler circuit that mediates the interaction via a tailored potential [24] [25] [26] . The modularity of the tailored-potential approach in particular is reminiscent of existing 2-local couplers and holds promise for practical implementation [27, 28] . Further work is required, however, to find coupler circuits that operate in experimentally accessible parameter regimes, reduce flux noise sensitivity, and eliminate spurious couplings. The automated discovery task is to find a superconducting circuit diagram that fulfills a set of desired properties. To this end, we introduce a software for superconducting circuit closed-loop automated discovery (SCILLA). We present the parallelized, closed-loop workflow that has access to design algorithms (generators) and can be connected to different circuit evaluators. The software is applicable to a wide range of search problems involving spectral properties and noise sensitivities of galvanically connected superconducting circuits. We demonstrate the performance and flexibility of SCILLA on the well-studied example of capacitatively shunted flux qubits [29] . We then highlight the competitive advantage of our approach by executing a discovery work-flow which identifies noise-resilient 4-local coupling circuits. As stated above, such a coupler would constitute a valuable building block for future quantum simulators and quantum annealers.
II. METHODOLOGY
The automated discovery workflow requires a circuit parameter generator, property evaluator, and merit estimator in order to fulfill a specified search task. In the following, the construction and efficient solution of general circuit Hamiltonians is discussed, yielding spectral and noise properties. It is shown how circuit search can be formulated as an optimization problem by taking the circuit parameters as an input list and calculating the resulting closeness to the target properties. We describe the closed-loop implementation that handles parameter generation and optimization in a parallelized manner. Lastly, 4-local coupler design is reduced to a spectral engineering problem that is compatible with the automated discovery workflow.
A. Hamiltonian circuit description
The properties of superconducting quantum circuits are calculated by constructing and solving the circuit Hamiltonian. For the automated discovery problem, and for spectral engineering problems more generally, the eigenenergies need to be determined as a function of external degrees of freedom such as flux or charge offsets. Circuit quantization has been discussed extensively in previous work, treating the circuit as a network of lumped elements with conjugate variables given by the flux and charge across those elements [4, 5, 30] . Building on this work, we describe the necessary tools to automatically determine the Hamiltonian of a broad class of circuits and solve it efficiently by choosing a mixed representation in two complementary bases [24, 31] .
The circuit shown in Fig. 1(a) serves as a fairly general example. It has four nodes, and circuit elements can be placed between the nodes as indicated by the green boxes. We note that Josephson junctions are modelled with an intrinsic parallel capacitance that is indicated by the box around the cross denoting the circuit element. One of the circuit nodes is defined as ground, setting a global reference charge and flux. The canonical variables of the system are chosen to be the node fluxes Φ i and node charges Q i [5] . The node charge is given by the sum of all charges on the capacitances connected to the respective node. The node flux corresponds to the sum of fluxes along a unique path between the node and ground. The choice of unique paths between the nodes and ground defines the spanning tree of the circuit. The node connections that do not lie on the spanning tree are called closure branches and they are relevant for including external fluxes in the Hamiltonian. One can identify the node flux vector Φ = (Φ 1 , Φ 2 , ...) as the position variable, the node charge vector Q = (Q 1 , Q 2 , ...) as the momentum variable, and write the circuit Hamiltonian as the sum of a kinetic term T (Q) and a potential term U (Φ):
The kinetic term is given by
where the capacitance matrix C n contains the negative capacitance between two nodes in its off-diagonal and the sum of all capacitances adjacent to a node in its diagonal elements. The potential term is given by the inductive circuit elements:
The entries of the inverse inductance matrix L + n , where "+" denotes the pseudo-inverse, are as follows: The offdiagonal elements hold the negative inverse inductance between two nodes, the diagonal elements are the sum of the inverse of all inductances connected to a node, and the entries are zero for all nodes that are not connected to an inductance. The set S J contains the pairs of indices for all adjacent nodes that have a junction between them. The parameter E Jij = Φ0Ic,ij 2π
is the energy of the junction between nodes i and j with critical current I c,ij , which is set by its geometry and material properties. The phase difference across the junction between nodes i and j is denoted by ϕ ij , and it can be related to the node fluxes via flux quantization constraints. Overall, this Hamiltonian can loosely be understood as that of "flux particles" of mass tensor C n and position Φ moving in a potential U (Φ) that is a linear combination of quadratic (inductor) and periodic (Josephson) terms [32] .
The circuit Hamiltonian can be altered by an external magnetic flux Φ ext if the inductive components in the circuit network form a loop. This results from the constraint that the phase differences across inductive components forming a loop sum to an integer multiple of 2π [5, 31] :
where i, i are neighboring nodes in the inductive loop , φ ext = 2πΦ ext /Φ 0 , and the flux quantum Φ 0 is a fundamental constant. By inserting ϕ ii = ± (Φ i − Φ i ) /Φ 0 for all phase differences along the spanning tree -with the sign chosen according to the directionality between the tree and the loop -, the phase differences along the closure branches are related to a sum of node flux operators and the external flux parameter. Therefore, the external flux penetrating the loop enters as a real parameter Φ ext into the circuit Hamiltonian and changes the circuit properties upon changing an external magnetic field. If there are multiple inductive loops in the circuit, then there exists one such external flux per loop. In the context of the 4-local coupler, flux qubits are coupled mutually inductively to a specific loop of the coupler that is designated as the primary loop. Solving the Hamiltonian numerically requires choosing a basis in which the operators are expressed. The Hamiltonian generally contains terms that are linear or quadratic in Φ i and Q i , as well as cosine terms of Φ i . One needs to find a basis in which the operator matrices are sparse or fall off quickly away from the diagonal. This is necessary to keep the Hilbert space dimension assigned to each variable small, limiting the size of the Hamiltonian matrix that is to be diagonalized. Therefore, we follow the approach by Kerman [24, 28, 29, 31, 33] and rotate the canonical variables such that the matrix L + n , which is singular in most cases, has a single, invertible block on the diagonal. The variables corresponding to that block are called oscillator variables and are written in terms of raising operators a † i and lowering operators a i :
where = h/2π is the reduced Planck constant. The impedance Z i is obtained from the respective diagonal entries of the rotated inverse capacitance and inductance matrices. This constitutes a change of variables for the linear and quadratic terms in both flux and charge. In addition, we find that the Josephson potential of the os-cillator variables can be transformed using
where D i (α) is the bosonic displacement operator with displacement α. Choosing the harmonic oscillator basis that is diagonal in the number operator a † i a i , the matrix form of a i has just a single non-zero off-diagonal and the entries of D i (α) fall off quickly away from the diagonal for small α.
The rotated matrix L + n is zero for the remaining variables, so there are no linear or quadratic flux operators acting on them. We name those variables charge variables and represent them in the basis that is diagonal in the charge operator Q i . Thus, the kinetic term T is already diagonal. The flux variables only appear inside a cosine and can be written as
where d i is the charge displacement operator. In the charge operator basis, the matrix representation of d i has ones on the first lower off-diagonal and is zero otherwise. Overall, we have defined a representation that is sparse or quickly decaying away from the diagonal for all variables in most parameter regimes. This description breaks down in special cases such as very large linear inductors in the nanohenry regime [34] . In practice, the consistency of the simulation results is ensured by constraining the parameter ranges of the circuit components and by checking that the outermost entries of the eigenstate vectors are small. Finally, the Hamiltonian matrix is diagonalized for the given choice of external fluxes. Although not required in this work, it is possible to calculate operator expectation values of the eigenstates. Determination and diagonalization of the circuit Hamiltonian, including the choice of canonical coordinates and spanning tree, are performed automatically using the JJcircuitSim software module (described in refs. [24, 28, 29, 31, 33] ) as a subroutine to SCILLA. We are therefore in a position to formulate circuit search as an optimization problem, with automated calculation of circuit properties in a closed optimization loop.
B. Circuit design as an optimization problem
Automated discovery of circuits requires a quantitative metric to assess closeness of a candidate circuit to the target. While the target can take a wide variety of forms, in this work we discuss and illustrate the practicality of optimizing specifically towards spectral properties, symmetry in the circuit network, and flux noise sensitivity. It is straightforward to include more circuit properties as long as they can be obtained from Hamiltonian simulations in reasonable simulation time. In addition, multiple target properties can be combined in a unifying merit function for more balanced design procedures. We define the merit function as M : R d → R, taking the circuit parameters as an input list x and returning a scalar value. It is defined such that a smaller function value corresponds to a circuit that better fulfills the target. The specific functional form of M depends on the search task and needs to be carefully engineered for the optimization procedure to balance improvement of the sub-targets evenly. It will be defined explicitly for each task in Sec. III. Since the target properties in general depend on the results of Hamiltonian circuit simulations, it is assumed that M has access to the simulation results for the input circuit.
The input x contains an ordered list of the capacitance, inductance, and junction energy for each circuit element between each pair of nodes. If there is no circuit element between two nodes, the respective parameter value is zero. Therefore, the ordered list of circuit element parameters fully defines the circuit network and is used to construct the matrices C n and L + n in the Hamiltonian. The input also contains a list of external flux valuesone for each inductive loop in the circuit. Each flux may only take the values 0.0 Φ 0 or 0.5 Φ 0 , ensuring a symmetric spectrum as required for the applications presented in Sec. III. The circuit parameters are bounded, following typical experimentally accessible values [6, 28] : up to 100 fF for capacitances and up to 300 pH for inductances. The lower bound for inductances is chosen as 75 pH in the 4-local coupler discovery in Sec. III B. This ensures that each inductor is large enough for qubits to couple mutually inductively to it. For Josephson junction energies, we allow a range of h × 0 − 200 GHz for the flux qubit benchmark in Sec. III A and h × 99 − 1982 GHz for the 4-local coupler discovery. The latter provides more design flexibility and corresponds to junctions with 5 µA/µm 2 critical current density, 0.2 µm junction width and 0.15 − 4.00 µm junction length. The intrinsic parallel capacitance of each Josephson junction depends on its respective physical geometry and is implicitly assumed throughout this work.
In addition to the constraints on parameter values, we identify rules for the placement of components in the circuit network. Capacitative elements may be placed in parallel to inductive elements such as junctions and inductors, i.e. between the same two nodes. However, parallel placement of an inductance and a junction is not allowed to prevent the increased circuit complexity resulting from additional inductive loops formed in this way. The node chosen as the circuit ground must be connected capacitatively to at least one other node in the circuit in order to set a global reference potential. Moreover, the capacitance matrix of the network as defined in Sec. II A needs to be invertible such that the kinetic term in Eq. (2) is well-defined. The degree of connectivity, i.e. the number of connections that each node has to other nodes, is set by the non-zero parameters in the input x.
A circuit with more nodes and higher connectivity allows for more complex spectral engineering in reaching the target. However, it is disadvantageous to increase the circuit size beyond the requirement of the objective. Larger circuits may demand more calibration and more control hardware in experiments. In addition, a larger number of external flux degrees of freedom usually leads to a greater flux noise susceptibility. In the case of threeand four-node circuits -including the ground node -as discussed in this work, the circuit network is planar even for all-to-all connection between the nodes. When moving to larger circuits, however, one needs to constrain certain circuit components to zero in order to maintain network planarity and thus ensure realizability in a planar on-chip architecture. In principle, circuit complexity and experimental feasibility can also be added to the target with a suitable merit evaluation.
C. Realizing closed-loop circuit discovery
SCILLA is a closed-loop implementation for accelerated computational circuit discovery available on GitHub [35] . The procedure autonomously searches the circuit space defined in Sec. II B for circuit architectures satisfying desired target properties. Similar approaches have already been successfully applied in the context of autonomous discovery and experimentation in chemistry and materials science [36, 37] . SCILLA contains a general-purpose method to compute properties of superconducting circuits based on the circuit Hamiltonian formulation presented in Sec. II A. It is thus applicable to a wide range of circuit design applications.
The typical workflow in the closed-loop implementation of SCILLA is illustrated in Fig. 1 . Each circuit search is started from a set of general instructions, which inform SCILLA about the size of the circuit and the number of components (see Fig. 1a ). With these specifications, a design algorithm chooses the kinds of components to be placed at particular locations in the circuit graph, as well as component-specific parameters (see Fig. 1b ). Then, properties of interest are computed for each designed circuit (see Fig. 1c ). As the calculation of circuit properties is typically the most time consuming step of this workflow, SCILLA computes only the properties which are requested in the general instructions. SCILLA supports the computation of circuit spectra as well as estimations of the flux and charge noise sensitivites. The computed circuit properties are then used to evaluate the merit M, determining how well a given circuit matches the desired target specifications (see Fig. 1d ). Finally, the circuit composition which best satisfies the desired targets is determined (see Fig. 1e ). The crucial element to "close the loop" -and thus enable autonomous circuit discovery -is to report the merit of a proposed circuit architecture to the design algorithm. Based on the feedback, the design algorithm can propose refined circuit architectures with improved target properties. Some design tasks require higher-level operations, such as computing a gradient during circuit design or probing the flux sensitivity of a considered circuit only if a predefined condition is met. Therefore, both the circuit design algorithms as well as the circuit merit evaluators are equipped with the capability to define new circuit evaluation tasks. Circuit evaluations requested during circuit design are prioritized to assure that individual circuit design tasks are completed quickly.
The workflow presented in Fig. 1 can be parallelized with little computational overhead by separating each step of the workflow into independent units (modules). Information about individual circuits, such as component parameters or circuit properties, are dynamically stored in a system of databases built on the SQLite database engine. The database implementation is the key component which allows the software to decouple each of the steps in the workflow and execute them individually. Details on the implementation are provided in the supplementary information (see Sec. S.1). The implicit parallelization of individual modules maximizes the number of circuits evaluated in parallel and thus utilizes available computing resources to higher capacity. Moreover, circuit properties can be computed asynchronously, which is crucial as the computational time required to evaluate a given circuit often depends on its component configuration and parameter values. With the implemented database system, all circuit parameters and properties which have been proposed and evaluated during the closed-loop sampling procedure are easily accessible. As data is stored in a standardized format, profound post-process analysis of the circuits is possible and has the potential to identify general principles for circuit design, which will be demonstrated in the results (see Sec. III).
The design modules within SCILLA can efficiently search the space of small circuits with relatively few components that can be evaluated quickly, as well as larger circuits with more components for which property calculations are more time consuming. As the hardness of the optimization depends on the search space size and merit definition, a number of different design strategies are implemented in the closed loop, ranging from random search strategies [38, 39] for coarse, massively parallelizable sampling over gradient-based methods [40, 41] to evolutionary strategies [42] [43] [44] . A more detailed description of the supported methods is provided in the supplementary information (see Sec. S.1).
The closed-loop framework also enables the implementation of multi-step workflows. The user declares a search procedure based on a chosen design algorithm, can define analyses on the circuits sampled during this first search, and then trigger another circuit design round, for instance, to refine the previous search. Arbitrary combinations of different design and analysis steps are possible and can be easily integrated into the desired multi-step workflow. Examples of such workflows are provided in the circuit discovery applications presented in Sec. III as well as in the supplementary information (see Sec. S.2). The coupler has a ground state energy E c 0 (Φvar) that depends on an external flux Φvar. If this energy spectrum follows a double-well shape with spacing 2δΦ as indicated in the figure, the 4-qubit states with even and odd excitation numbers separate into two energy manifolds and the coupler mediates an effective 4-local interaction term. The challenge is to find a robust coupler circuit with such a double-well spectrum.
D. 4-local interaction as a spectral engineering problem
The main application of SCILLA presented in this work is the discovery of 4-local couplers for superconducting flux qubits. We identify the key spectral property of such a coupler that yields the desired interaction when four flux qubits are coupled to its external flux degree of freedom via mutual inductance (see Fig. 2 ): a double-well profile of the coupler ground state energy E c 0 versus external flux [24] . We note that this double-well flux spectrum of the coupler should not be confused with the inductive double-well potential of the flux qubit. The ground state |0 and excited state |1 of each flux qubit are given by persistent left-and right-circulating currents in the qubit loop, respectively. The circulating current change associated with the excitation (relaxation) of any of the flux qubits will shift the flux bias point Φ var of the coupler by a small flux offset +δΦ (−δΦ). It is assumed that all four flux qubits are identical, have no pair-wise coupling, and have the same interaction strength with the coupler. If the double-well profile of the coupler spectrum has flux spacings 2δΦ between energy values differing by 2M as indicated in Fig. 2(b) , then each qubit transition will raise or lower the potential energy of the system by 2M .
Applying external flux such that Φ var is biased at the center peak, the system energy separates into two energy manifolds associated with the parity of the qubit excitation number. This is equivalent to the coupler providing a 4-local interaction term
The challenge of engineering a 4-local coupler therefore becomes that of finding a circuit with the described double-well spectrum in a narrow flux range under realistic parame-ter constraints. In order to preserve quantum coherence, it is important to limit sensitivity to sources of noise, particularly flux noise if there are additional flux degrees of freedom in the coupler circuit [4, 45] . After a circuit fulfilling these properties has been found, simulations of the full system including all four qubits and the coupler need to be performed in order to confirm the validity of the 4-local coupling mechanism presented above.
III. RESULTS & DISCUSSION
We present the results of two circuit discovery instances. First, SCILLA is applied to a well-studied flux qubit example, testing the key features of the closed-loop implementation. Knowledge of the optimal solution enables us to study the performance of the closed-loop algorithm in reaching the target. Second, circuit discovery of 4-local couplers is performed. The best circuit identified by the software is analyzed to elucidate its underlying operational mechanism, derive general design principles, and show its promise for experimental implementation.
A. Benchmarking SCILLA by flux qubit discovery
As a benchmark for the automated discovery software, we define the target to be a capacitatively shunted (Cshunt) flux qubit. This is a design variant of the flux qubit that has been shown to yield improved reproducibility and coherence for quantum information processing applications [29, 46, 47] . It is particularly well suited for strong qubit-qubit coupling in the quantum simulation and annealing context [28] . The circuit is given by a loop of two identical, large junctions and one smaller junction, with the small junction shunted by a large capacitance. It can be represented by a two-node circuit as shown in Fig. 3(a) , with the additional bottom node declared ground. The following parameters are typical for this type of qubit and are chosen as the target parameters:
The intrinsic parallel capacitance of each junction is added to the listed capacitances. The simulated transition energies between the ground state and the first -and second -excited states as a function of external flux through the circuit loop are shown in Fig. 3 (b). This energy spectrum is defined as the first target property for the circuit search problem. There is, however, a continuous family of two-node circuits that fulfills this spectrum. The degeneracy is lifted by adding the requirement that the circuit is symmetric, i.e. that the component parameter values E J11 , C 11 are close to E J22 , C 22 , respectively. Rather than enforcing a constraint a priori, circuit symmetry is added as a second target. In this way, the design task tests a case of multiobjective search. In addition, symmetry in the circuit diagram is a practically relevant property that can often be translated to the chip design, limiting noise-inducing effects such as currents in the ground plane. It can be advantageous to have symmetry as a target property, rather than a constraint, such that it is only enforced when the other properties can be fulfilled at the same time. A single scalar merit function M bench is constructed from a combination of the spectrum sub-merit M spec bench and the symmetry sub-merit M sym bench :
Here, E 0i and E * 0i represent the candidate and target circuits' transition energy from ground to ith excited state in GHz as a function of external flux. The RMS deviation ||·|| L 2 between these functions is evaluated over the period of one flux quantum Φ 0 and approximated numerically by computing the function values at discrete flux points. The parameters C max = 100 fF and E max J = h × 200 GHz are the upper bounds for the respective parameter values as defined in Sec. II B. The weighing of the sub-merits is chosen such that their values are on the same order for a typical random circuit, and the logarithmic scaling was observed to improve optimizer performance. Therefore, the merit function is constructed by starting from a scalar form that allows for individual sub-merit optimization and then empirically choosing weighting and scaling parameters.
The workflow specified in the circuit searcher starts with random sampling from the parameter space, followed by gradient-based optimization with the L-BFGS-B algorithm [40, 41] . Ten such search jobs are executed independently for greater throughput, each with 10 parallelized random samples and subsequent gradient-based refinement. The parameter space for the benchmark is six-dimensional and consists of the junction energies and capacitances shown in Fig. 3 . No external flux needs to be specified, because the sole flux degree of freedom is varied to calculate the transition energy spectrum. Moreover, the Hamiltonian of general two-node circuits without linear inductances takes a simple form than does not require the general Hamiltonian construction procedure in Sec. II A. An optimized simulator for such two-node circuits is provided as a module to SCILLA and used here. The simplified Hamiltonian is provided in Sec. S.3 and a detailed implementation of the benchmark workflow is reported in Sec. S.2.
The result of 40 parallel circuit optimizations is shown in Fig. 3(c) , which represents a subset of four of the ten independent search jobs. A fraction of 10 % of the runs (4 of 40) reach close to the global minimum defined by the target circuit. High accuracy in both the spectral and the symmetry sub-targets is achieved in the yellow-shaded area in the plot, which is reached after 30-60 optimizer iterations for the successful runs. The final spectrum of one successful run (circuit A) is shown in Fig. 3(b) , matching the target spectrum accurately. Symmetry in circuit A is very high, the deviation between the parameters E J11 (C 11 ) and E J22 (C 22 ) being h × 5 · 10 −9 GHz (2 · 10 −8 fF).
The remaining refinement runs terminate at a higher merit value. Inspection of the final spectrum of one such run (circuit B) in Fig. 3 (b) reveals that the spectrum is not close to the target. We identify the failure mechanism in that the merit function has local minima. In the surface projection of the merit function shown in Fig. 3(d) , some local minima are visible as bright, yellow clusters around the global minimum. Since the gradient-based optimizer used for refinement is local, it will naturally terminate after reaching one of the local minima.
In summary, nearly all module types and functionalities of SCILLA have been tested in the benchmark. In particular, it is verified that circuit simulations and merit evaluations are executed in parallel and asynchronously as intended. The average run-time per search job is 6 h 41 min and evaluates 1.1·10 4 circuits in total. Therefore, when including the computational overhead of the closed-loop software, the average simulation time of a circuit is 2.3 s/circuit. This compares well to 1.7 s/circuit in a typical single, isolated evaluation of a circuit on the same hardware. As a more general point about circuit discovery, we observe here that the optimization is nonconvex even for a moderate search problem. A purely gradient-based optimizer is of limited use in this case, although the random starting point ensures that the optimum can be found in some trials. The success rate for finding good circuits is expected to decrease for larger circuits because of the increased parameter space dimensionality. The hardness of the search problem is also increased by more restrictive merit functions with more sub-merits. For the 4-local coupler search, the gradientbased optimizer is therefore replaced with an evolutionary strategy, which is able to avoid local minima. In addition, the available computational resources and parallelization capability of SCILLA are used to the maximum extent in order to explore a large portion of the design space and refine as many trial points as possible.
B. Noise-insensitive 4-local coupler discovery
We turn to the design challenge of coupler circuits for 4-local interaction of flux qubits. As detailed in Sec. II D, this problem can be reduced to finding a circuit with a double-well ground state spectrum. The desired doublewell profile is shown in Fig. 4(a) , with the bias points for the 4-qubit excitation manifolds shown in red. The spacing 2δΦ between the wells and the peak needs to be small such that it can be bridged by the spin flip -and corresponding circulating current change -of a mutually inductively coupled flux qubit. Given the typical persistent currents and mutual inductances in strongly coupled flux qubit systems, we determine that the well-to-well spacing of the spectrum needs to be below 40 mΦ 0 [28, 48] . In addition to the spectral property, insensitivity to noise sources in the system is required. An often-observed effect of a flux offset in an additional inductive loop of the coupler circuit is shown as the gray trace in Fig. 4(a) : The double-well spectrum tilts and becomes asymmetric, which would lead to unwanted, non-4-body terms in the interaction Hamiltonian. Therefore, the second objective is to mitigate such spectral shifts due to flux noise.
In order to write these targets in a unified merit function, several parameters of the double-well are determined. These parameters are visualized in Fig. 4 (a) (dark red). In the computational routine, they are calculated in case a double-well feature is detected in a 40 mΦ 0 range around the bias point of the primary external flux of the circuit: First, the energy difference h peak between the wells and the center peak determines the 4-local coupling strength and needs to be maximized. Second, the minimal energy difference h split between the ground and first excited state of the coupler is to be maximized; if it is too close to the qubits' transition energy, the coupler can swap excitations with the qubits and break its operating principle of remaining in the ground state at all times. Third, asymmetry induced by flux offsets in the nonprimary loops of the coupler is calculated as the energy difference h sens between the minima of the left and right well. Flux noise is usually dominated by local two-level systems on the metal surface of the circuit, with a degree of flux noise correlation between loops that depends on the length of wire shared by them [4, 45, 49 ]. An upper bound on the effect of flux noise is determined by applying flux offsets individually to each non-primary flux degree of freedom and summing the resulting asymmetries h sens,i . A scalar merit function combines the above parameters. It is given by the p-norm of three terms that quantify the peak height, excited state splitting, and noise insensitivity targets.
The hyperparameters h max peak , h max split specify the target values for peak height and excited state splitting. They serve as cut-off values for the respective parameters of the detected double-well as shown below. The noise sensitivity is determined as the ratio between the summed asymmetries and the peak height, and can assume a maximum value of 1.
The hyperparameters of the merit function are chosen empirically by trial of different hyperparameter sets. For the results presented in this work, they assume the values p = 4, h max peak = 1.5 GHz, and h max split = 10 GHz. The merit function is constructed such that a joint optimization of two sub-merits is favored over individual optimization. The merit function assumes a minimum value of −3 1 p if all sub-merits are maximally satisfied. A merit of zero is assigned to the candidate circuit if no double-well is detected in the 40 mΦ 0 flux range around the bias point, the peak height is below 50 MHz, or the excited state splitting is below 100 MHz. In addition, a zero merit is assigned if the simulation fails, times out, or has large Hilbert space truncation errors. Therefore, circuits with little promise for successful optimization are effectively removed from the optimization workflow.
The workflow implemented in the circuit searcher applies insights from the flux qubit benchmark to the more complex task of coupler design with flexible circuit diagrams. It starts with random sampling of 15,000 circuits, which is about the limit beyond which database operations are observed to slow down. The best two of the 15,000 circuits are kept after filtering and are refined using the evolution-inspired swarm optimization module. Ten such jobs are executed independently for better utilization of the available computing resources. The random search space is chosen to span three-node circuits with connections between the nodes and to ground on which capacitances, junctions, and inductances can be placed. Under the constraints on placement of circuit components detailed in Sec. II B, components are randomly assigned among the available positions. After sampling and filtering, the network configuration is fixed and only the component parameter values are refined.
The configuration of the circuit network is therefore flexible, and the number of inductive loops varies between sampled circuits. This constitutes a consequential extension of the fixed-configuration, two-node search space that has been used for the benchmark, allowing for more degrees of freedom in reaching the 4-coupler target. To calculate the properties of such circuits, the simulation module that implements the general circuit Hamiltonian formalism described in Sec. II A is used. The workflow implementation is described in more detail in Sec. S.2.
The results of the random and subsequent swarm optimization are shown in Fig. 4(b) . A double-well spectrum is detected in 7 of all 150,000 sampled circuits (0.005 %). The swarm optimization improves the merit of all filtered circuits to varying degrees. The final best circuit, named circuit C hereafter, has the following properties after (before) refinement: The circuit diagram is shown in the inset of Fig. 4(b) . It is a two-loop circuit with the following non-zero component parameter values after refinement:
The double-well spectrum of circuit C emerges from the strong interaction of two rf SQUIDs at different flux bias points. The first SQUID is formed by the loop surrounding the external flux Φ var , which is biased at 0 Φ 0 in the absence of qubits. The second rf SQUID loop encompasses the fixed external flux Φ fix = 0.5 Φ 0 . For details on the derivation of the circuit C Hamiltonian, see supplementary Sec. S.5. We note that this computergenerated circuit has strong similarities with the 4-local coupler design proposed by Kerman [24] . The key differences are that the parameters are more easily accessible experimentally in our design and the two inductive loops are connected galvanically -and thus more stronglythan for mutual inductive coupling, allowing for a large double-well peak despite smaller loop currents. Moreover, the asymmetry relative to peak height arising from flux offsets is reduced by a factor of 3.3 in circuit C.
In total, 3 of the 7 double-well circuits from the automated discovery results have a similar layout as circuit C, with two inductive loops coupled through an inductance or junction. The remaining 4 circuits are threeloop circuits and therefore have two non-primary external flux degrees of freedom. In addition to circuit C, two more exemplary circuit optimization trajectories are highlighted in Fig. 4(b) : circuits D and E. Circuit D is a three-loop circuit with 1.50 GHz double-well peak and 3.12 GHz excited state splitting. These desirable properties are, however, contrasted by an increased flux noise sensitivity due to the additional external flux in the third loop. Circuit E has two loops and a similar circuit network as circuit C but features a much larger excited state splitting of 10.8 GHz and much smaller double-well peak height of 0.24 GHz. The properties of circuits C, D, and E are listed in detail in Sec. S.4. These examplary search results show that the automated discovery workflow finds a variety of circuits that fulfill the double-well sub-merits to different degrees. It therefore supplies design options with different trade-offs, which can inform both theoretical understanding and practical implementation of the relevant class of circuits.
It remains to be demonstrated that circuit C in fact behaves as a 4-local coupler mediating an interaction
, and thus that our reduction of the design problem to a spectral property is valid. For this reason, a full system simulation of four qubits coupled mutually inductively to the coupler as shown in Fig. 4(c) is performed. The energies of the 4-qubit excitation manifolds versus the qubit flux around degeneracy are shown in Fig. 4(d) , illustrating how the states of different parities separate. A 4-local coupling strength of 2M = 573 GHz in the circulating current basis (σ z basis) of the qubits is extracted, which is lower than the doublewell peak height used as a proxy for the coupling. Part of the reduction in coupling is caused by the flux points of the odd qubit excitation manifolds not lining up exactly with the minima of the double-well spectrum, as indicated conceptually by the red dots in Fig. 4(a) . Further reduction mechanisms could include inductive loading of the coupler by the mutual inductive coupling to the qubits and interactions with the coupler's excited state. Spurious terms of different locality, which are manifest as a splitting of states at the additional spectral crossing points in Fig. 4(d) , are in the MHz-regime and thus negligible. We conclude that despite additional effects reducing the coupling, SCILLA applied to the double-well merit was able to design a coupler with several hundred MHz of 4-local coupling strength, even without performing costly full system simulations.
As predicted from the benchmark analysis, our success in finding a promising 4-coupler circuit rests on careful definition the merit function, choice of the discovery workflow, and exploitation of computational resources. Given the low success rate of sampling a circuit with double-well spectrum at all, a critical step has been to explore a large portion of the design space before attempting to refine promising circuits. Averaged over the ten batches, sampling 15,000 circuits took 21.2 ± 1 h (5.09 s/circuit). The subsequent swarm optimization with a total of 8,000 circuit evaluations in 200 iteration steps took an average of 51.2 ± 15.9 h (23.0 s/circuit). While the sampling time is relatively uniform, the swarm optimization runtime varies significantly with the circuit layout that is being optimized. In addition, it is observed that the simulation time per circuit is much longer in the swarm optimization, which is expected from the lower degree of parallelization, additional circuit simulations required by the merit evaluation, and larger number of database operations in the iterative optimization. On top of the runtimes of the sampling and optimization steps, the closed-loop procedure requires an additional 3.30 ± 0.37 h that is mainly spent filtering the sampled circuits before swarm optimization. The filtering time is limited by the input/output operation speed of the used hardware and can be much lower on a different computing cluster.
Overall, SCILLA is able to accommodate the increased computational effort from adding a third node to the circuit and allowing for full flexibility for the circuit network. The added complexity is rewarded by successful fulfillment of the target properties. This warrants further study of improving the efficiencies of circuit simulation and search algorithms.
IV. CONCLUSION
We demonstrated a computer-driven and highly parallelized approach to the design of superconducting circuits. We evaluated the performance of the developed software SCILLA and discovered circuits for design challenges with multiple objectives. Our results demonstrate that SCILLA is successful in finding new circuit architectures with superior performance than an existing proposal, namely a 4-local coupler with several hundred MHz of coupling strength, small unwanted coupling terms, small flux noise sensitivity, and experimentally accessible parameters. Given the modularity of the software, it is straightforward to tackle new circuit design challenges that can be defined in terms of spectral properties and eigenstate expectation values. The exponential scaling of the Hilbert space with the number of nodes makes naïve scaling of the method by simply adding more nodes to the circuit impractical. However, simulation of larger systems is possible if they consist of small sub-circuits with inter-circuit coupling that is weaker than the intracircuit coupling [24, 31] . In that case, the sub-circuit Hamiltonians may be solved individually with only the lowest eigenstates of the sub-circuits then coupled together, enabling inverse design of other common architectures such as transmon-based multi-qubit processors. In addition, inspired by Krenn et al. [9] , one can envision functionality to store discovered circuits as building blocks for larger architectures, thus enlarging the set of available circuit components. Future work also entails translation of the most promising architectures into actual chip designs in order to validate the targeted properties experimentally. This will allow us to feed back on the computational routine and include additional practical constraints in the circuit search. Government is authorized to reproduce and distribute reprints for Governmental purposes notwithstanding any copyright annotation thereon.
SUPPLEMENTARY INFORMATION
Appendix S.1: Implementation details of the closed-loop approach to circuit discovery SCILLA constitutes a flexible approach to the automated discovery of superconducting circuits. The implementation relies on an abstraction of the circuit design process to enable parallelizable circuit design, where different design strategies and evaluation methods can be combined in multi-step workflows for accelerated discovery. The abstraction level implemented in SCILLA separates the design process into three major steps. First, circuit compositions need to be suggested, as well as parameters for individual components. Then, circuit properties are computed. Finally, based on the computed properties, the merit of the circuit is evaluated. This separation enables the definition of computational modules which execute each of the steps individually and independently from other modules. While every circuit will pass through every single step in the closed-loop, circuits can be scheduled for different steps depending on the availability of the modules, thus enabling asynchronous parallelization of the circuit design process. Note that modules are equipped with the ability to request new circuit evaluation tasks, e.g. to determine a gradient or to quantify the noise sensitivity of a designed circuit. Circuit evaluations requested by modules of SCILLA are always prioritized over circuit design tasks requested by the researcher to assure that individual circuit design tasks are completed quickly.
The closed-loop approach to circuit discovery consists of three major modules that mirror the steps described above: (i) the design module, which suggests new circuit compositions and component parameters, (ii) the property calculation module, which computes properties for a circuit with a given set of components and external fluxes, and (iii) the merit evaluation module, which assesses the agreement of the computed properties with the target properties quantitatively. All modules provide interfaces to a number of methods for their specific purposes, which are described in more detail in this section.
S.1.1. Design module
The design module suggests components and component parameters for circuit architectures. For this task, the design module requires information about the number of components which can be placed at different locations in the circuit graph as well as the accepted ranges for parameter values of these components. The closed-loop implementation enables the design module to access the estimated merit of circuit architectures it designed. In this way, it is able to refine circuit architectures and make more qualified decisions about which circuits to probe next. The design module supports a number of different design algorithms for different application scenarios. The application scenarios we considered include cases where circuit properties can be computed rapidly as well as cases where the computation of circuit properties is computationally expensive. In addition, we distinguish cases where precise quantitative agreement with the desired target properties is required and cases where differences between the targets and the achieved properties are tolerated to some degree. Combinations of these cases can be considered by implementing multi-step circuit search workflows (see Sec. S.2). In the following sections, we provide a detailed list of supported design algorithms along with scenarios to which we believe the design algorithms are most applicable.
a. Random search optimization
Random search optimization follows the naïve strategy of proposing new parameters by drawing parameter points from a distribution which is supported on the entire parameter space. Without any prior assumptions about the location of the global optimum, parameter points are typically sampled from the uniform distribution as the optimum could be located anywhere equally likely. Aside from not making any assumptions about the shape of the response surface, Random search optimization features two additional important characteristics: (i) generating random numbers for standard probability distributions such as the uniform distribution is computationally cheap, and (ii) the decision about which new parameter set to propose does not depend on prior evaluations. As such, random search is massively parallelizable and particularly suited for cases where circuits consist of only a few components and properties can be computed quickly. Random search can therefore be used to rapidly screen the parameter space without a bias towards the exploitation of prior evaluations. As shown in the main text, it is also suitable to pre-screen large parameter spaces with slow evaluation times for the purpose of finding a few initial guesses that are further refined subsequently.
b. Gradient-based optimization
Gradient-based optimization approaches aim to locate the optimum of an objective function using information about the gradient (and possibly higher order derivatives) of the function at particular positions. Starting from an initial parameter point in the parameter domain, gradient-based optimization algorithms evaluate the gradient of the objective function at this point to guess the search direction and the step distance to the optimum, which is then proposed as a new point in parameter space.
In contrast to random searcher algorithms, gradient-based algorithms account for a number of prior evaluations when making decisions about which parameter point to evaluate next. Gradient-based algorithms are therefore capable of exploiting previously seen evaluations to some extent, which is of particularly when good circuits are hard to find and slow to evaluate. However, as the decision-making process relies on information acquired from the local environment of the current parameter point, gradient-based optimization methods typically only locate minima in the convex environment of the starting point. If the objective landscape is non-convex, gradient-based optimization algorithms are prone to get stuck in a local optimum instead of locating the global optimum. Nevertheless, gradientbased algorithms can locate local optima to a high degree of accuracy. Based on this feature, we recommend to use gradient-based optimization for fine-tuning circuit architectures predicted by less accurate design algorithms such as random search, i.e. to refine the component parameters. However, this method is expected to succeed only for search problems with few parameters, as high-dimensional circuit search spaces often have an abundance of local minima.
SCILLA supports optimizations with the Broyden-Fletcher-Glodfarb-Shanno (L-BFGS) algorithm [S1]. This algorithm is a quasi-Newton method that approximates the Hessian based on results from a number of gradient evaluations. It is thus guaranteed to converge for functions which feature a quadratic Tailor expansion around the global optimum, but has generally shown good performance even for non-smooth optimizations [S2] .
c. Nature-inspired optimization Nature-inspired optimization algorithms are based on various phenomena encountered in nature, most notably biology and physics. As such, nature-inspired optimization algorithms can differ greatly in their mechanics, and include evolutionary strategies as well as swarm intelligence methods or annealing approaches. One prominent example is particle swarms optimization [S3, S4] . This optimization strategy relies on a population of candidate solutions (particles), which are iteratively modified based on the merit of each particle. The modification of an individual particle commonly accounts for the particle's individual position, momentum, and merit, and the position and merit of the most promising other particle. Particle swarm methods typically contain a number of hyperparameters which determine the extent to which each of the aforementioned aspects contribute to the overall update of a particle's position. The particular choice of hyperparameters can greatly affect the optimization performance, and particle swarm methods are not guaranteed to locate the global optimum, despite performing well empirically.
SCILLA supports the particle swarms implementation PySwarms by Miranda [S5] , which is shown in this work to perform well even in the large parameter spaces encountered in 4-local coupler discovery. Unlike in the L-BFGS implementation, where circuit evaluations are performed iteratively to find the gradient, the gradient-free swarm optimization enables parallelization within each iteration step. Therefore, it is possible to re-use computational resources from earlier steps in a multi-step workflow by adding additional particles. This constitutes another example of how the multi-step workflow capability of SCILLA can leverage the advantages of several optimization strategies for accelerated circuit discovery.
We observe that PySwarms evaluates some parameter sets repeatedly within one optimization procedure, especially when parameter values are close to the bounds of the parameter range. In order to increase computational efficiency, returning to the same parameter value should be avoided. We leave this software improvement to future work.
S.1.2. Property computation module
The property computation module operates on circuits for which the layout and component parameters have already been proposed. Based on the circuit architecture, the eigenenergies are computed for a range of specified external fluxes. Functionality can be added to compute operator expectation values, although this is not required for the search tasks considered in this work. The procedure for determining and diagonalizing the circuit Hamiltonian is described in the main text (see Sec. II A) for general flux-based circuit Hamiltonians. The simplified Hamiltonian for two-node circuits that is used for the flux qubit benchmark is documented in Sec. S.3. An implementation of the two-node Hamiltonian simulation is included in the SCILLA GitHub repository [S6] .
As circuit property calculations can be computationally costly and eventually become the bottleneck of the design process for sufficiently large circuits, the property computation module encapsulates the property computation operation into a stand-alone process. This process can be executed locally, independently from the closed-loop, or potentially even sent to a distributed computing platform such as a separate computing cluster or a cloud based solution.
S.1.3. Merit evaluation module
The merit evaluation module estimates how well the properties of a proposed circuit architecture align with the target properties. As such, the merit evaluator determines the response landscape on which the design algorithms operate. The scalar merit functions for the flux qubit benchmark and 4-local coupler search are presented in Sec. III A and Sec. III B in the main text, respectively. The merit evaluation module can request new tasks, which is used to calculate the noise sensitivity in the 4-local coupler discovery. In this case, the circuit is again simulated for a small change in one of the non-primary external fluxes. As described in Sec. S.1, circuit evaluations requested by a module such as the merit evaluation module are prioritized over new circuits requested by the researcher.
S.1.4. Closing the loop
Asynchronously parallelized execution of the circuit design process is implemented via a separate module supervising the design, property and merit modules. This master module schedules individual circuits for each of the steps in the automated discovery process depending on the availability of the three modules. The scheduler aims to maximize the load on each individual module to maximize the throughput in the design process. Information about individual circuits such as composition, parameter values, or properties are synchronized with a database framework built on the SQLite database system at every step. The database framework consists of a number of individual databases, which contain only the information relevant to individual modules. This allows for further parallelization of the design workflow, as different modules can access different databases at the same time. In addition, caching reduces the overhead due to input/output operations.
Appendix S.2: Multi-step workflows SCILLA supports a variety of different optimization strategies for designing superconducting circuits (see Sec. S.1.1). Multi-step workflows -in which a number of different optimization strategies is used synergistically for the same design task -divide the design task into sub-problems in which the individual strengths of different optimization algorithms can be leveraged. SCILLA provides an API for the simplified deployment of such multi-step workflows.
S.2.1. C-shunt flux qubit example
In this section, we describe how the multi-step workflow for the C-shunt flux qubit benchmark in Sec. III A is constructed. This example combines a coarse scan of the parameter space with a subsequent refinement of the circuits obtained from the coarse scan. The coarse scan is implemented as a random search and the L-BFGS optimization algorithm is used to refine the architectures.
The definition of this multi-step workflow starts with the declaration of a CircuitSearcher object. This object provides the application programming interface (API) for SCILLA and its functionalities. To initialize a CircuitSearcher object, we first need to provide some settings regarding the general layout and parameter bounds for circuits considered in this circuit search (see Fig. S.5 ). keys can be used to increase the sparsity of the circuit layout: keep prob specifies the probability that a circuit element of the respective type will be placed between two nodes, and keep num is the total number of circuit elements of this type to be placed in the circuit. Capacitances are declared in fF, inductances in pH, and junction energies in GHz. The phiOffs specs key, which is not used in the flux qubit example, specifies possible values for external fluxes and is only relevant for the general circuit simulator.
In addition to circuit component parameters, additional general parameters are declared. Those provide information about how the closed-loop implementation should be executed and which approximations can be made. For this example, we choose to employ the two-node circuit simulator and specify the external flux to sweep a full flux quantum. With these two parameter dictionaries, an instance of the CircuitSearcher is initialized (see Fig. S.7) . Importantly, the circuit searcher instance has two different use cases: It can be used to (i) implement a single-(or multi-) step workflow, or (ii) connect to an existing database to analyze results of a previously executed workflow. Here we first discuss workflow implementation and execution. We can now add the first step of our multi-step workflow to the circuit searcher instance. Our goal for the first step is to perform coarse sampling of the parameter space using the random designer. We will query a total of 10 randomly generated circuit architectures. For each constructed circuit, we compute the spectrum and compare it to a desired target spectrum. The add task method of the circuit searcher is used to queue the task to the internal task list of the circuit searcher (see Fig. S.8 ). This does not yet execute the random search task.
# Specify settings for the random designer designer options = {' max iters ': 10, ' max concurrent ': 10, ' batch size ': 10} # Specify merit function target spectrum = ... <defined elsewhere> ... merit options = {' target spectrum ': target spectrum , ' include symmetry ': True } # Add task to the task queue computing task 1 = circuit searcher. add task (name = ' random search ', designer = 'random ', designer options = designer options , merit = 'TargetSpectrum ', merit options = merit options )
FIG. S.8. Adding a random search task to the circuit searcher, with the goal to design circuit architectures matching a desired target spectrum. We first set options for the design task: We specify that the design procedure is run for 10 iterations, computing properties for at most 10 circuits at a time. Every time the random designer is queried, it will generate 10 individual circuits. These are tested for validity by checking invertibility of the capacitance matrix before being passed on to the property computation module. Circuits are evaluated based on their spectrum, taking into account the symmetry of the circuit configuration. The merit function specified in merit is defined in critic target spectrum.py in the folder CircuitQuantifier (see GitHub repository [S6] ).
In the next step, we define a filtering task (see Fig. S.9 ). This task accesses the database and queries all merits for all stored circuits. Circuits are then labeled based on their merit for subsequent operations. Typically, one would determine the best-performing circuit architectures of the previous design step and pass only those on to the next step in the workflow. In this particular example, however, we decided to keep all sampled circuits such that the benchmark evaluates performance of the optimization for a larger variety of starting points. # Filter the randomly sampled circuits filtering task 1 = circuit searcher . add task (name = 'filtering ', designer = ' filter db ', designer options = {' num circuits ': 10})
FIG. S.9. Declaration of a filtering task to determine the best-performing circuits obtained from previous design tasks. In the flux qubit example, all 10 circuits from the random search step are kept.
In the second design step, the L-BFGS optimization algorithm is employed (see Fig. S.10 ). This design step is executed for a total of 100 iterations of the L-BFGS algorithm. Again, we aim to discover circuit architectures that match the target spectrum. In contrast to the random design step, we now set the use library flag of the add task method to indicate that this design step starts from the circuits which were identified in the previous filtering task. As all sampled circuits were kept in the filtering, this is not necessary here but will be in most other scenarios. Fig. S.8 ). However, we use the use library flag to indicate that this design step should be started based on the circuits identified in the previous filtering task.
All steps that were defined in the multi-step workflow can be executed sequentially by calling the execute method of the circuit searcher (see Fig. S.11 ). For each individual step, this method schedules tasks for the modules (design, property computation, and merit evaluation), synchronizes the execution of the workflow, and stores intermediate and final results in the databases for later access and analysis. After execution of the workflow, the results can be read on any machine as long as the database is available. Importantly, database readout can be done on a separate thread. Towards this end, a new CircuitSearcher object is initialized (see Fig. S.12 ). As no new circuit search job is initialized, only the database path needs to be specified. Subsequently, the circuits that were generated in the sampling and L-BFGS optimization steps are read from the database (see Fig. S.13 ). Using the query method, we first extract the unique identifiers that were assigned to the design steps at runtime. Provided with the step identifier, the same method then reads a list of all sampled circuits and a list of L-BFGS optimization trajectories. The trajectories are stored in a dictionary that contains an identifier and an ordered list of circuits that were encountered in the optimization for each optimization run. Each circuit in the extracted lists is represented as a dictionary that contains the following information: circuit layout and parameters, computed circuit properties such as the spectrum, merit value, other circuits that were evaluated to compute the merit, as well as various unique identifiers that were used for bookkeeping and database handling during the closed-loop computation. This allows for post-processing and further analysis of the discovered circuits.
S.2.2. 4-local coupler example
In this section, we detail the automated discovery settings for the 4-local coupler discovery discussed in Sec. III B. The same CircuitSearcher methods are used as in the flux qubit example in Sec. S.2.1, we just need to update the settings and parameters. As shown in Fig. S.14, a CircuitSearcher object is initialized for a three-node circuit search with parameter bounds as specified in Sec. II B. In addition, the general circuit solver JJcircuitSim that is referenced in Sec. II A is specified for circuit spectrum simulations. In contrast to the 2-node solver, the external flux settings are stored in circuit params rather than general params. As the ideal solution is not known, a target spectrum is not provided and the circuit merit will be calculated directly from the shape of the candidate circuit spectrum.
We now add a random search task to the circuit searcher (see Fig. S.15 ). Since it is rare to find a circuit with double-well ground state spectrum, a large number of 15,000 circuits is sampled. If such a circuit is found, the merit is calculated as described as in Sec. III B. The merit described there is implemented as a separate function and the hyperparameters are made accessible with the merit options key of the add task method. A constant offset of 100 is applied to the merit for robustness of the subsequent swarm optimization. It is later subtracted in the analysis such that the maximum merit is zero. We note that the generic zero merit is assigned to all circuits that have a small or lacking double-well spectrum, or that fail to evaluate. # Specify settings for the random designer designer options = {' max iters ': 15000 , ' max concurrent ': 65, ' batch size ': 100} # Specify merit function merit options = {' max peak ': 1.5, ' max split ': 10, ' norm p ': 4, ' flux sens ': True , ' max merit ': 100}
# Add task to the task queue computing task 1 = circuit searcher. add task (name = ' random search ', designer = 'random ', designer options = designer options , merit = 'DoubleWell ', merit options = merit options )
FIG. S.15. Random search task for 4-local coupler discovery. This step samples 15,000 circuits and is set up to run on a computing cluster node with 64 cores. The double-well merit function is defined in CircuitQuantifier/critic double well.py (see GitHub repository [S6] ) and its hyperparameters are set in merit options.
The filtering step keeps the best two sampled circuits (see Fig. S.16 ). Empirically, this approximately corresponds to the number double-well circuits that are found in each sampling step. If less than two sampled circuits have a non-zero merit, one of the circuits without a double-well is kept for subsequent optimization in order to maximize usage of the available resources. As evident in the constant zero-trajectory at the top of Fig. 4(b) , however, a swarm optimization that does not start with a double-well circuit will also not find one. This observation further validates our approach to start the coupler search with massive, parallelized sampling.
# Filter the randomly sampled circuits filtering task 1 = circuit searcher . add task (name = 'filtering ', designer = ' filter db ', designer options = {' num circuits ': 2})
FIG. S. 16 . Declaration of a filtering task to determine the best-performing circuits obtained from the random search task. Out of the 15,000 sampled circuits, two are kept for the next design step.
The swarm optimization step is defined in Fig. S.17 . It closely follows the computing step definitions discussed previously. The execution of the workflow and readout of the database is the same as in the flux qubit example in Sec. S.2.1.
# Specify settings for the swarm designer designer options = {' max iters ': 200, ' max concurrent ': 65, ' n particles ': 10} # Add task to the task queue computing task 2 = circuit searcher. add task (name = ' swarm optimization ', designer = ' particle swarms ', designer options = designer options , merit = 'DoubleWell ', merit options = merit options , use library = True)
FIG. S.17. Implementation of the swarm optimization step. The declaration of this design step closely follows the L-BFGS optimization step in the flux qubit example (see Fig. S.10 ). The setting n particles specifies the number of particles used in the swarm optimization and corresponds to the number of points in parameter space that are evaluated in parallel per iteration step. The merit options for the double-well merit are the same as in the random search step of the 4-coupler search (see Fig. S.15 ).
Appendix S.3: Hamiltonian of 2-node benchmark circuits without linear inductors
In the automated discovery benchmark discussed in Sec. III A, we consider the set of all two-node circuits with three Josephson junctions and no linear inductors. For this case, it is straightforward to write out the Hamiltonian in Eq. (1) of the main text:
, are the node flux operators, Φ var is the external flux, and Φ 0 is the flux quantum. The capacitance matrix C n has the form
where C Σij is the sum of the intrinsic junction capacitance and the shunt capacitance C ij between nodes i and j.
As described in Eq. (8) of the main text, the cosine terms in Eq. (S.31) can be written as displacement operators in the charge basis. In this way, the circuit Hamiltonian is computed and solved directly in the charge basis by numerical diagonalization. For larger and more general circuits, we use the general circuit simulation method discussed in Sec. II A of the main text. In particular, that approach is necessary for the 4-local coupler discovery, which requires quantization of three-node circuits with linear inductors. In the discussion of the 4-local coupler search results in Sec. III B, three circuits are highlighted: circuits C, D, E. Here we provide additional details about the layout, parameters, and spectra of these circuits. The inductive network of the circuits and their spectra before refinement, after refinement, and with flux offset in a non-primary loop are shown in Fig. S.18 . The circuit parameters before and after refinement are listed in Table S .1, and the evolution of the parameters throughout the swarm optimization is shown in Fig. S.19 for circuit C. The double-well properties and 4-local coupling strengths (only for refined circuits) are shown in Table S .2. The 4-local coupling strength is determined in a full system simulation of four qubits and the coupler, which is described in more detail in Sec. S.6.
Appendix S.4: 4-local coupler circuit details for selected search results

Circuit E
We observe that the swarm optimization step increases the double-well peak and excited state splitting while keeping the asymmetry induced by the non-primary flux offset small. Therefore, the decreasing (more negative) merit value reflects an improvement of the circuit properties as desired. The reduced or absent 4-local coupling in the full system simulation of circuits D and E shows that the isolated circuit properties do not translate one-to-one to the coupled circuits. However, in the case of circuit C, SCILLA was still able to design a coupler with several hundred MHz of 4-local coupling strength using the double-well merit. S.19 . Evolution of the circuit C parameters versus swarm iteration step. At the beginning of the optimization, the starting points of the swarm optimization are generated by applying a small, random offset to the sampled parameter values.
Appendix S.5: Derivation of the circuit C Hamiltonian
In this section, we derive the Hamiltonian of circuit C using the procedure described in Sec. II A. We note that in the automated discovery software, the circuit Hamiltonian is constructed and solved automatically. By re-deriving it here and numerically comparing the spectrum to the result from SCILLA, we show the validity of the automated discovery result and rule out that the software has exploited special cases or bugs in the circuit simulator code that produce unphysical double-well spectra. In fact, one limitation of earlier versions of the code was that promising search results were shown to be unphysical upon closer examination. Additionally, the derivation here demonstrates a practical example of the circuit quantization method.
As described in Eq. (2) and Eq. (3) of the main text, the circuit Hamiltonian can be written as the sum of a kinetic (capacitative) term and an inductive potential:
The node capacitance matrix C n is constructed from the capacitive network of the circuit, which is shown in red in Fig. S.20(a) : Diagonal elements are the sum of capacitances connected to a node, and off-diagonal elements are the Truncation of the Hilbert space is estimated to lead to a 1%-level error in the properties of circuits C, D and a 20%-level error in the properties of circuit E. The 4-local coupling strength is determined in a full system simulation including four flux qubits and the coupler. A "small" coupling denotes that no good setting could be found for the coupler-qubit mutual inductances such that the 4-local coupling strength is larger than spurious couplings of other locality. negative capacitance between two nodes. We determine the capacitance matrix as
where we defined C Σij = C ij + C Jij . The pseudo-inverse node inductance matrix is determined by placing the inverses of all linear inductances connected to a node on the diagonal and the negative inverse inductance between two nodes on the off-diagonal:
In the next step, we impose the boundary conditions of fluxoid quantization. This requires the definition of a spanning tree and closure branches. As all nodes are connected inductively, the spanning tree and closure branch definitions are only necessary for the circuit's inductive network. We choose their configuration as shown in Fig. S.20(b) . The closure branches are chosen across junctions J 12 and J 22 and we label their respective phase differences as ϕ a and ϕ b . Fluxoid quantization yields the following relations:
Here we defined φ λ = 2π Φ λ Φ0 , λ ∈ {1, 2, 3, var, fix}. The inductance matrix has rank 2, so the canonical variables can be transformed to write L + n as a single 2 × 2 block. This is achieved with the following transformation matrix:
The variables and matrices are transformed as follows:
The matrixL + n is diagonal with only two non-zero entries, which are inductances of the oscillator modes:
Therefore, we write the transformed nodes1 and2 in the oscillator basis and nodes3, which is not connected to a linear inductance, in the charge basis. The frequencies and impedances of the oscillator modes are calculated as follows:
wherec −1 ij denotes the entries of the rotated inverse capacitance matrixC qubits around degeneracy is shown in Fig. 4(d) . The simulation shows that circuit C mediates a 4-local interaction between the qubits and confirms that the double-well merit can be used as a proxy to optimize such a coupling. Here we provide additional details on the parameters and simulation technique for the full system simulation. The qubits are three-junction flux qubits with a linear loop inductance and a shunt capacitance across the small junction. The small junction has a Josephson energy of h × 119 GHz and the large junction an energy of h × 183 GHz. A linear inductance of 100 pH and shunt capacitance of 50 fF are chosen. With those parameters, the qubits are close to the C-shunt flux qubit regime [S7] . Their persistent current is 226 nA and the linear inductance is chosen to allow for sufficient mutual inductive coupling to shift the coupler flux between its bias points along the double-well spectrum.
The full system Hamiltonian is determined by following the procedure described in Sec. II A, with the mutual inductive couplings between the subsystems included in the pseudo-inverse inductance matrix L + n . As the size of the Hamiltonian is too large for a Hilbert space truncation that preserves accuracy of the simulation, a hierarchical diagonalization approach is adopted in which the subsystems are diagonalized first. Since the subsystems are weakly coupled relative to the inter-system modes, they can be combined to the full system in a second diagonalization step.
The mutual inductance required to match the flux shifts induced by the qubit excitation manifolds on the coupler with the double-well bias points for 4-local coupling (red dots in Fig. 4(a) ) is not known a priori. Therefore, the optimal qubit-coupler mutual inductance is determined in a parameter sweep and found to be 38.25 pH. We note that the mutual inductance can be lowered at the expense of raising the qubit persistent current, which would increase the qubits' flux noise sensitivity. Finally, we point out that the design of the full system requires further investigation. The goal of this work, however, primarily lay in finding a circuit that exhibits the desired spectral properties and holds promise for experimental implementation of a 4-local interaction between qubits.
